
three circular walks from the

River Bollin
1 or 3 miles: Easy/Moderate

Village, riverside and woodland walking with a
historic church and a dog-friendly short-cut.

Legh Hall
4¼ miles: Moderate

Riverside walking with a variety of historic
buildings and pleasant farmland views.

Alderley Edge
8¼ miles: Fairly strenuous

Fine views and supernatural associations.
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Spittle House is a former monastic leper hospital,
the name deriving from “hospital” rather than
saliva! The western range may date from the
1300s. Although private, it can be viewed from
the adjacent footpath.

The base of Mottram Cross is medieval.
The shaft was rebuilt in 1832 by the
Wright family of Mottram Hall, whose
arms appear on the head of the cross.

Stormy Point, Alderley Edge

The Engine Vein on Alderley Edge is probably the oldest mine site
in the area, with finds of hammer stones and smelting hearths
proving that the copper deposits were exploited in the Bronze Age.
Mining continued into the 20th century.

The Devil’s Grave at Stormy Point is
thought to be a copper mine. It features
prominently in Alan Garner’s Cheshire
classic The Weirdstone of Brisingamen.

The Norman Chapel in
the churchyard of St
Peter’s, Prestbury,
contains the famous
Saxon Cross; the
Romanesque facade is
genuine 12th-century
work, but the rest of
the building dates from
a 1747 restoration.

The River Bollin rises in
Macclesfield Forest and

flows into the Mersey near
Lymm, having passed under

the southern runway of
Manchester Airport.



River Bollin (1 or 3 miles: Easy/Moderate)
Allow 1–2 hours. May be muddy in places, and crosses a golf course
and one stile.

1 From the front door, cross and turn left. 2 Go through the lychgate
into the churchyard; keep right of the church to the Norman Chapel
and turn right. 3 Turn left by a tree and exit the churchyard by a gate.
4 Turn left and take the path to the right of the Abbey Mill entrance.
5 Head downhill around a field then bear right, parallel with the river,
to a footbridge. 6 For the shorter route, turn left on the far bank and
rejoin the route at step 23; otherwise, turn right. 7 At the end of the
trees, pass through a kissing gate into the Riverside Park. 8 Cross the
meadow with the river on your right. 9 At a footpath sign at the far
end of the field, turn left and walk up to the railway. 10 Pass under a
low bridge and bear right, with the railway now on your right and a
golf course on your left. 11 At the end of the golf course follow the
path to the left, with a wooded valley on your right; ignore a path
down to the stream, continuing with houses on your left until you
reach Dorchester Way. 12  Cross and join the path opposite; at a
junction turn right onto a curving path and cross the stream. 13 Keep
left along Lindrick Close, then follow a path to the left of the last
house. 14 Cross the first footbridge but not the second, to emerge at
the end of Gleneagles Drive. 15 Follow the path left of the road to
Dorchester Way. 16 Cross and take a few steps to the left, then turn
right into the Tytherington Golf Club. Turn immediately left onto a
track by a footpath sign. 17  When the track bends left, strike out
across the course following waymark posts. 18 Pass to the left of a
pond and cross a stream, then climb past the 12th tee to a fence at
the top of the course. 19 Turn left, then right through a kissing gate.
20 Cross to another kissing gate, and beyond it follow the right-hand
field edge. 21 Continue above a stream on your right, then drop down
through the trees to cross a footbridge. 22 Keep left, the stream now
on your left, and cross the field to a bridge under the railway. 23 At
the end of Bridge Green, go through a gate onto a narrow path
between the houses and the River Bollin, which rejoins the road
shortly. 24 Walk out to the main road. 25 Turn left over the river and
follow the main village street back to the Legh Arms.

Legh Hall (4¼ miles: Moderate)
Allow 2–3 hours. May be muddy in places. Several stiles.
1 From the front door, turn left and walk down the main village street
past the church. 2  Cross the river and turn left into Bollin Grove.
3 Keep straight on past the school to the end of the road, and pass a
playing field on your left. 4 Continue beyond a gate into fields and
turn left to cross the river. 5 Follow the drive past a cattle grid then,
at the entrance to Spittle House, turn left over a stile . 6 Follow the
path round the boundary of the property, then along a field edge to
a kissing gate and down to a footbridge. 7 The fenced path beyond
bends through a series of paddocks to Lower Gadhole Farm. 8 Turn
left up the drive; at the entrance to Woodend Farm take the footpath

opposite. 9 Pass above a series of ponds then cross a stile. 10 Follow
the left-hand edge of two fields, ignoring a footpath on the left, then
climb half-right up the hill to the buildings surrounding Legh Hall.
11  Pass between gardens to a drive; turn right past Old Legh Hall.
12 At the entrance to Legh Hall, turn right between brick walls. 13 Go
through a metal kissing gate at the end, and cross to a stile. 14 Walk
along the left-hand side of the field then cross a stile on your left.
15 Bear right to another stile into a farmyard and walk out to a muddy
lane. 16 Turn left and immediately right into the drive to Woodside
Cottage. 17 Before the house, a gate on the left gives access to the
golf course.

Turn right and jump to step 48 of the Alderley Edge route, below.

Alderley Edge (8¼ miles: Fairly strenuous)
Allow 4–5 hours. Some paths may be muddy and there are a couple
of moderate climbs and several stiles to cross.

Follow steps 1–11 of the Legh Hall walk, above, to Legh Hall.

12 At the entrance to Legh Hall, turn left and follow the drive past a
large pond on your right. 13 On reaching the main road, turn left for
a few steps them cross carefully and follow a descending track oppo-
site. 14  Swing left by some fishing ponds and pass the entrance to
Allen’s Farm. 15  Before the next farm, turn right through a metal
hand-gate and over a footbridge. 16 Climb to another gate and strike
out across the field as indicated by a carved sign. 17 A series of fields
separated by metal gates leads to a public road by Goose Green Farm.
18  Turn left for 150 yards then, at Turner House Farm, turn right
through a kissing gate into fields. 19 Climb and descend to a stile, then
bear right. 20 Go through a wooden gate into a wooded area. Ignoring
the permitted path over the footbridge on your left, follow the path
ahead through trees, before climbing to another stile. 21 Follow the
fence across a field to the edge of another wood; turn left after a stile,
then turn right into the trees. 22 Descend to the valley bottom, then
climb some shallow steps up the other side; swing right at a waymark
post and climb past a small quarry on your right towards the top of
the hill. 23 Follow the woodland edge to a junction of paths. 24 Go
down and up steps then turn left between sandstone outcrops to a
wooden gate. 25 Turn right, beyond, into a farm driveway and walk
past Hill Top Farm on your right. 26 When the drive bends left, turn
right through a kissing gate onto a footpath. 27 Follow the path to a
junction, where you turn left. 28 Descend to a stile, where you ignore
a path off to your right. 29 Climbing towards Edge House, the path
swings right then left before passing between two properties and
emerging on a driveway. 30 Turn right and follow the path straight
ahead along the woodland edge beyond the entrance on your right.
31 Pass the Golden Stone (a large boulder on the right near a path
junction) and follow the path straight ahead which climbs gently to
the viewpoint at the open area around Stormy Point. 32 From Stormy
Point, bear right and pass below the plaque recording the area’s gift
to the National Trust. 33 Descend past rocks to a saddle, where you

swing hard right down the slope to another path. 34 Turn sharp left
and continue descending to another path junction. 35 Turn right, still
descending, then climb slightly to pass a mine entrance on your right.
36 The path bends left, following the bottom of the wood; ignore a
signposted footpath on the right and descend to a stream crossing
with a couple of stepping stones beneath an overhanging crag.
37 Climb the hill beyond, passing below another rocky outcrop with
some shallow steps. 38 Lose height slightly to pass behind Clock
House Farm then climb again to a four-way footpath junction. 39 Turn
sharp left down steps between holly trees. 40 Pass a kissing gate into
fields and follow the left-hand side of three fields down to a foot-
bridge over a stream. 41 Walk up the next field to a gate in the far
left-hand corner and walk out to the road. 42 Cross to the pavement
opposite and turn right. 43 Keep right at the postbox (Priest Lane),
then left at the next junction. 44 Follow the road down to a stream,
then up to Mottram Cross. 45 Cross the main road carefully and
follow the private road opposite. 46 After 600 yards, at Woodside
Farm, turn left through a gateway. 47 Before the house, turn left
through a gate onto the golf course and turn right. 48 Follow the
fence then cross a fairway to a wood. At a path junction within the
trees, turn right. 49 On leaving the trees, follow the waymarked path
to the left of a fairway and cross to a stile above the river. 50 Turn
right and follow the path down to a footbridge over the Bollin.
51 Turn right, with the river on your right, and cross a field to a kissing
gate into woodland. 52  Continue through the trees; you will find
yourself walking between the river on your right and a water treat-
ment plant on your left. 53 Eventually you reach a kissing gate into a
field; continue alongside the river to the Spittle House bridge that you
crossed earlier. 54 Stay on the left-hand side of the river and pass the
playing field, squash club and school on your right. 55 Retrace your
steps along Bollin Grove; at the main road, turn right over the river
and pass the church to return to the Legh Arms.

The Legh Arms
The Village, Prestbury, Macclesfield SK10 4DG

web www.legharmsprestbury.pub tel 01625 829130
email info@legharmsprestbury.pub

The Legh Arms is one of Robinsons’ most prestigious and famous
inns. Located in the centre of the historic village of Prestbury, the
Legh Arms is full of original features and charm. Expect welcoming
and dog-friendly bar areas, a separate dining area for celebrations
and occasions, the crackle of open fires and warm smiles from our
team. We also have 12 newly-refurbished bedrooms so, whether
you're looking for a place to stay whilst on business or indeed a
romantic break, The Legh Arms is ideal place to rest your head!

open
Mon–Sun 12 noon–11pm

food
Mon–Sat 12 noon–9pm
Sun 12 noon–8pm


